Ancient Egyptian dancing scenes in printed wall hangings and upholstery fabric of tourist villages
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Background of Research
Hotels should reflect the civilization and authenticity of Egypt’s rich culture and history, as hotels and resorts in Egypt are the tourist’s main interface. When designing or developing these hotels we should take this into consideration. Ancient Egyptian art is distinguished amongst other civilization’s art through special unique features and attributes that constitute a legacy that possesses the minds of the world with its historical and aesthetic art values. The richness of Egyptian art makes it the center for all researchers around the World to perform theoretical and practical research. **Problem:** Search problem is in the form of the following question: How can dancing scenes be utilized in creating innovative and harmonious groups designs for printing wall hanging and Upholstery fabrics in tourist villages? **Research objectives** 1. Classify types of ancient Egyptian dance through the different eras (the old kingdom – the central kingdom – the modern kingdom). 2. Create various digital designs reflecting aesthetic values of the ancient Egyptian dance graphics on printed fabrics. 3. Designing harmonious groups of designs for printing wall hanging textiles and Upholstery fabrics in tourist villages. 4. Digital printing of innovative design via -with inkjet printers on different types of fabrics for textile printing **Methodology:** The descriptive methodology through professional models of ancient Egyptian art dance scenes. The analytical methodology interprets and analyses of facts, information and data obtained so as to reach the desired shape that facilitate the evaluation of design ideas on a scientific base. **Results:** The study has highlighted the ancient Egyptian dance in general and came to the following results: 1. Ancient Egyptian art as one of the most important ancient Egyptian arts and through the classification of ancient Egyptian dance and study the most important aesthetic values. 2. Technical study of the dance sceneries in ancient Egyptian art emphasized the high artistic value that can be utilized in the field of textile printing designs especially harmonious groups to print wall hanging textiles and Upholstery fabrics. 3. Using software such as (Adobe Photoshop cs6, Adobe Illustrator cs6) in helps design to mixes between authenticity and modern. 4. Design ideas were introduced to be used in printing wall hanging textiles and its harmonious designs for printing Upholstery fabrics.
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